
Fabricated Flatware
June 17- 23, 2017 (class meets 6/18 – 6/22)
FSGWC/WildAcres
Little Switzerland, NC
John Cogswell, instructor
Student Supply List
Handtools: Bring your own tool kit . Try to include:
* pencils/pad * saw frame * assorted drill bits
* scriber * saw blades (#0; #2) * #50 or #52 round graver w/handle
* center punch * assorted needle files * ring clamp
* steel ruler * flat hand file, #0 or #2 cut * assorted pliers
Soldering Supplies: Silver solder (H, M, E); Handy paste flux; solder shears; flux brush; pointed 
tweezers; selflocking
soldering tweezers; solder pokers; 18 or 20 gauge binding wire; diagonal cutters.
Abrasive paper: several sheets each: #320; #400; and #600 (Coarse, Medium and Fine) and 
emery sticks (assorted
dowels and flat wood strips around which you can wrap abrasive paper).
Layout and design materials: Pad and pencils; Elmer's glue or rubber cement; indelible markers
(one wide-nibbed
and one fine-tipped laundry style); masking tape; several old manila file folders or similar stout 
paper; scissors.
Metal: It is impossible for me to suggest specific amounts of various gauges of silver to bring 
because you will all be
designing and making different pieces. Start thinking about pieces you might like to make and use
the following
list as a general guideline. BETTER TOO MUCH THAN TOO LITTLE! Bring what you can.
-small spoon bowls - 18 or 20 gauge sheet
-larger spoon bowls or serving spoons - 16 gauge sheet
-forks (tine section) - 12 gauge sheet
-ladles/large spoon bowls - 16 gauge sheet
-handles (solid) - 12 gauge, 14 gauge. or 16 gauge sheet
-handles (hollow) - 20 or 22 gauge sheet
-stems (connections between handles and 'working end' of spoons, forks, etc. - 8 or 10 gauge 
square wire for
smaller pieces and 4 or 6 gauge for larger ladles, servers etc.)
Useful optionals:
-* apron
-* cotton gloves
-* Optivisor
-* safety glasses/goggles
-* flex shaft and accessories
-* wire coat hanger


